
2018 Series 4 Stronger: Week 5

What does it mean to be strong? Why do we want to be 
stronger? Where does real strength come from? What are we 

using power for? What happens when we abuse power? 
Doesn’t the Bible say to be weak? God is strong. In fact, God is 

all-powerful. And you were created in his image.

You were created for strength.
Through Jesus, you can do anything. When you surrender your 

weakness to God, you get stronger.



Icebreaker (5 min)
Who’s your strongest 

friend? Why?

Hand out Stronger 
magnets. Each person 
say where you’re going 

to put yours.

Stronger
Week 5 - BREAKOUT (30+ min)

BIG IDEA
Real strength desires 

everyone around you to 
be stronger.

NEXT STEP
Commit to making those 

around you stronger.

Stronger Challenge #5 (10 min)
The real strength test

The real test of your strength is to measure the strength 
of those people around you. You can’t always tell how 
strong other people are—at least you can’t tell what’s 

motivating their strength. So, here are a couple 
reminders:

Strength
It’s a force that has the ability to bring about change.

Fear vs Love
Our motivation for trying to bring about change comes 

from one of those two

Real Strength
It’s motivated by love...not fear.

So, it might be hard to do this next step. But doing hard 
things is what grows our real strength. And remember 

Proverbs 27:17: As iron sharpens iron, so a friend 
sharpens a friend.

Next Step
On the back of your STRONGER CHALLENGE #5 card, 

write the names of 3 friends who you want to be 
stronger. Have a conversation with each of those 

people this week.

Two questions to help kickstart your convos:
Why do you want to be strong?

How can I help you grow in real strength?

Leader, do this challenge too. And share how it goes 
with your students. Encourage them to share back how 

it’s going with them.

Discussion (15 min)
1. How are you getting stronger because of 

your friends?

2. How are your friends getting stronger 
because of you?

3. What do you think of this statement? Real 
strength desires everyone around you to 
be stronger.

4. Why do many people not want others 
around them to be stronger?

5. What are some fears that you don’t admit to 
anyone? Why don’t you talk about those 
fears? (Leader, answer this to model 
vulnerability by talking about fear of 
rejection, abandonment, loss, pain, being 
out of control, etc.)

6. What are some fears some people around 
you might have that could keep them from 
experiencing real strength? (Leader, answer 
this if your students need help showing 
empathy.)



Before the lesson: for your site
● Welcome, announcements, expectations, game, worship

GUIDE SEGMENT (2 min)
● It’s the 5th and final week of our series called Stronger.
● We’ve been looking at the battle between FEAR and LOVE for how we use our strength.
● Real strength is motivated by love. Strength used out of fear results in abusing our strength.
● CONNECT: Recap the big ideas of the 4 previous weeks. Talk briefly about what God’s been saying to 

you about strength.
○ Week 1: The opposite of love isn’t hate. It’s fear.
○ Week 2: Fear-driven strength is not real strength.
○ Week 3: Saying YES to Jesus is the strongest decision you could ever make.
○ Week 4: You get stronger through resistance, adversity and pain.

● Now Alex is talking about how to tell if we have real strength in our lives. After Large Group, we’ll 
talk more about real strength in breakout groups.

VIDEO

GUIDE SEGMENT 2 (5 min)
● So, how do you know if you’re growing in real strength?
● The answer: Look at the people around you. Are they getting stronger because of you?
● BIG IDEA: Real strength desires everyone around you to be stronger.
● Proverbs 27:17 says, As iron sharpens iron, so a friend sharpens a friend.

○ Is that what you really want?
○ Do you want your friends to be stronger because of your strength?
○ Do you want the world to see God’s strength because you’re getting stronger?

● CONNECT: Talk about your own vision for your strength. In what ways do you want your friends to be 
stronger? How have your friends helped you battle fear to become stronger?

● STRONGER CHALLENGE #5: Take a STRONGER CHALLENGE #5 card. Take 2 minutes to answer 
those 2 questions and take that card to breakout with you.
○ How are my friends getting stronger because of me?
○ How am I getting stronger because of my friends?

BREAKOUT GROUPS (35+ min)

Stronger
Week 5 - LARGE GROUP (15-20 min)

BIG IDEA
Real strength desires 

everyone around you to 
be stronger.

NEXT STEP
Commit to making those 

around you stronger.



2018 Series 4
Stronger Week 5

Large Group
Item Usage Details Provided by

Stronger Challenge #5 cards 1 per student Print on cardstock in B&W; cut into 
quarter sheets, Page 5 site

Pens 1 per student 
(reusable) site

Small Group
Item Usage Details Provided by

Stronger magnets 1 per student
KC/SM 
National



How are my friends getting 
stronger because of me? 

How am I getting stronger 
because of my friends?

How are my friends getting 
stronger because of me?

How am I getting stronger 
because of my friends?

How are my friends getting 
stronger because of me?

How am I getting stronger 
because of my friends?

How are my friends getting 
stronger because of me?

How am I getting stronger 
because of my friends?


